Parent Teacher Online
Interviews for Term 3, 2011

You will soon receive your Login and PIN in the mail and will be able to access this service for bookings from 9am on Friday 1 July.

1. Go to the KWS Home Page www.kws.nsw.edu.au
2. Under ‘KWS Quick Links’, click on ‘PTOnline’
3. Enter your LOGIN and PIN

Parent Teacher Interview times and dates are as follows:

**Boarders ONLY**
- Monday 18 July: 1.30pm – 7.30pm

**Day Students and Boarders**
- Wednesday 27 July: 4.00pm – 8.00pm

Interviews are held in the Anderson Centre

If you have not received a PIN in the mail by 11 July please call 6392 0300

---

Chaplain’s Corner

“The world is charged with the grandeur of God. It will flame out like shining from shook foil.” (Gerard Manley Hopkins, God’s Grandeur)

This verse of God’s Grandeur is forever emblazoned on my mind after a passionate teacher of poetry insisted that his class commit it to memory when I was in Year 11. “The world is charged with the grandeur of God…”, I love it.

Gerard Manley Hopkins was a Jesuit priest who died at the age of 44 in 1889 after seven years serving the poor in the slums of London, then teaching in Dublin as a professor of Latin and Greek for four years before succumbing to fever. Over the years Hopkins wrote many poems but destroyed most of them because he was dissatisfied with them. After writing nothing for nearly a decade, his poetry often spoke of hope in Christ. He didn’t gain fame as a poet until the posthumous publication of his work by his friend in 1918.

Little did Hopkins know that his poetry which so often failed to miss the mark by his own standard would end up being read and reflected upon and used as a source of inspiration by successive generations all around the world. Little do we know what impact we have upon the lives of others.

I can allow my mind to ponder the option of my having had little impact on the world, or I can take delight in the hope that somewhere, somehow, in ways that I will never know, the world is a better place for my attempts to live out the message of Jesus. I’m not expecting a posthumous recognition for my efforts, but I’m going for the second option nonetheless!
Advanced Drum Corps

- Stand mounted side drumming incorporating funk, swing, Latin and Traditional genres
- Advanced drum part dynamics, split rhythms and round housing
- Stick control and notation reading
- To perform at school fixtures and eisteddfods

Year 5 and above  Drums and sticks supplied  No cost involved

From Term 3, 2011, Wednesdays 8am to 8.50am in the old Prep-school music room.

Enquiries: Tutor; Gerard Noonan ph 0408 622 819

---

Parents & students of Year 8 going into Year 9 in 2012 and Parents & students of Year 10 going into Year 11 in 2012 are invited to attend

2012 SUBJECT INFORMATION MEETINGS in the DPA on Friday 24 June

Year 10 meeting  9:45am – 12:15pm  Year 8 meeting  1:15pm – 3:30pm

A Curriculum Handbook should arrive in the mail last week providing information about subject possibilities for 2012. Please have a read before the meeting and bring the Handbook with you on 24 June.

---

KWS CANTEEN
VOLUNTEERS ROSTER – JUNE 2011  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22  Pia Stonham;</td>
<td>23  Kirsty</td>
<td>24  Jil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernie Binnie;</td>
<td>Sheehan(L);</td>
<td>Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Holtz</td>
<td>Bernie Binnie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah MacSmith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Buesnel(L);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manager: Bec Jorquera  Ph: 63 92 0387

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
If you can help out, whether it be for once a month or once a term, it would be very much appreciated. Please contact Kim Rossi at Kimr11@bigpond.com or Ph: 63 653929

---

Debutante Ball
Change of Date and Venue

Due to the overwhelming interest from students’ wanting to be involved in the 2011 Debutante Ball, the committee has needed to change the date and the venue.

NEW DATE:  Friday 21st October, 2011
NEW VENUE:  Orange Function Centre

The committee is requesting confirmation for all Debs and their partners by Friday 14th June, 2011 (if you have not already done so) otherwise it will be assumed you are not longer wanting to be involved. Your position will then be offered to other students on the waiting list.

We apologise for any inconvenience and we hope this does not affect anyone participating.

Sue Davidson:  6361 4652  susanddavidson5@bigpond.com
Sue Morrison: 6361 6787  MorrisonSu@ramsayhealth.com.au
KWS Production of
Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
A story of how true love triumphs over the most immeasurable of differences. A man, trapped in the body of a hideous beast, scarred by years of isolation. A girl, innocent, compassionate and headstrong. Through patience, understanding, laughter and tears, and a little help from some unusual friends, they grow to love each other with all of their hearts and find a true “happily ever after”.
In their 125th anniversary year, Kinross Wolari School have held nothing back in their production of Disney’s Beauty and the Beast. With elaborate sets and costumes the magical tale comes to life in this hit Broadway musical.
Music by Alan Menken. Lyrics by Howard Ashman & Tim Rice. Book by Linda Woolverton
By arrangement with Hal Leonard Australia Pty Ltd, Exclusive agent for Music Theatre International (NY)
Directed by Catherine Litchfield with Musical Direction by William Moxey. Performed by students of Kinross Wolari School from years 7 to 12.
Orange Civic Theatre
Thursday 21 July  Schools’ Preview 10:30am
Friday 22 July  Matinee 10:30am and evening 7:30pm
Saturday 23 July  Final Performance 7:30pm
Bookings:
Preview and Matinee:
Kinross Wolari School (02) 6392 0300
Evening Performances:
TICKETEK (02) 6393 8111
Adults ..............................................$29
Family (2 Adults and 2 Children)....$85
Juniors/Pensioners and Students ....$23

We have been involved in a longitudinal Study of Boarding and Day Students focusing on the effects of boarding school on academic and non-academic outcomes. This study, conducted by the University of Sydney, looks at student motivation and engagement, how they learn and study, what students think about themselves as students and about the school, and some questions about boarding school generally.
The final instalment of this study will be undertaken in the final week of Term 2.
The information provided by a study such as this will be enormously beneficial to the school community.
Prom Concert

Thursday 23 June 2011
6.00pm
Kinross Wolaroi School DPA

Features of the concert include:

The first movement of the Elgar Cello Concerto
performed by Rebekah Kwa
accompanied by the Kinross Wolaroi Orchestra

Performances by every Senior Co-curricular Music Ensemble
with a wide ranging repertoire including music
from Khachaturian to the musical “Wicked”.

Coffee, hot chocolate and canned drinks will be for sale
for $2 each or $3 with a slice of cake.
Please bring a cushion for sitting on the floor.
Also bring a packed dinner to eat during the concert if you wish.
Music Matters

Prom Concert – Thursday 23 June – 6pm, DPA  Please come along to what promises to be a wonderful concert full of variety. Performers are reminded to wear full school uniform including blazers. String players are permitted to wear jumpers instead of blazers so they are able to bow easily. The Friends of Music will be selling coffee and soft drinks for $2 each, or $3 each with a slice of cake. Please bring a cushion and a packed dinner if you wish. The concert will start right on 6pm so please arrive early to get a good spot in the DPA!

Prep Music Assembly  On Monday 20 June, the Prep musicians performed with great gusto in the Prep Music Assembly. The Prep Strings, Prep Band, Prep String Quartet and a number of soloists showed off their enormous talent. Prep Music is really thriving and it was wonderful to see so much parental support at the event. Well done to all the participants and thank you to Mrs McRae, Mrs Moxey and Ms Innes for their direction.

New Co-curricular Ensembles starting Term 3  I am pleased to announce the start of the following ensembles next term:

- Advanced Drum Corps on run by Mr Noonan in the Prep Music Room on Wednesday mornings from 8am.
- Junior Marching Band (Yr7-9) during Cadet time on Wednesday afternoons run by Mrs Alloway
- Prep Guitar Ensemble each Tuesday morning from 8:20am in the Prep Music Room run by Mr Hadson
- Junior Prep Band will be established as a co-curricular group to include all continuing Year 3 players as well as any other beginner players in the Prep School. Stay tuned to find out the specifics of the conductor and time of the rehearsal.

Please note that the existing Prep Band will still have rehearsals as normal with Mrs McRae on Tuesday afternoons after school in Room 68. This group will now be known as Senior Prep Band.

The expanding nature of our Performing Arts Department is testament to the quality and enthusiasm of all the Music Staff. Thank you to Mrs McRae for the fundamental role she has played in establishing the new Prep ensembles.

Cadet Dinner  On Friday 17 June, the Performing Arts Department provided entertainment at the Cadet Dinner. The Chamber Strings performed a range of repertoire with such clarity, they sounded as a professional ensemble would sound. The Stage Band played “Moondance” with vibrancy and Olivia Hordynsky sang the vocal solo with confidence. Thank you to Mrs Lorraine Moxey for directing the Chamber Strings and Mr Ross Burrell for conducting the Stage Band.

May you have a wonderful week.

Anneliese Alloway - Head of Performing Arts

Dates for Your Diary

JUNE  17 – Cadet Passing Out Parade and Dinner – Stage Band and Chamber Strings to perform  
23 – Prom Concert

JULY  11 – 16 – Musical Camp  
18 – 20 – Musical rehearsals  
21 – 23 – Musical performances  
25 – Music Photos 3:30pm onwards

AUGUST  12 – National Eisteddfod Choir Competitions (Chamber Choir)  
13 – National Eisteddfod Choir Competitions (Chamber Choir)  
15 – Orange Eisteddfod Strings Day  
18 – Orange Eisteddfod Band Day  
19 – Orange Eisteddfod Band Day (morning only)  
22 – Orange Eisteddfod Choir Day  
23 – Orange Eisteddfod Choir Day  
27 – Orange Eisteddfod Open Choirs  
28/29 – HSC Composition Recording  
29 – SSO Discovery concert - Elective Music Yrs 9 – 11 - Sydney

SEPTEMBER  9 – Camerata Concert  
12 – 21 (one day only TBC) “Teambeat” African Drumming Performances; Prep + Yrs 7 & 8  
13 – 14 – HSC Recital evenings  
15 – Chamber Choir to Bathurst Eisteddfod  
23 – Graduation Ceremony

OCTOBER  17 & 18 – Music Camp  
19 – 20 – Gil Sullivan master classes  
21 – Gil Sullivan recital

NOVEMBER  2 – Music Festival Rehearsal Day  
3 – Music Festival – 125 Year Celebration Chapel Service and Concert  
5 – Open Day  
18 – Yrs 7 & 8 Music Performances Period 5 & 6 (TBC)  
18 – Elective Music Concert – 6.00pm

DECEMBER  2 – Carols Service (TBC)  
3 – Speech Day
**Hockey**

**Kinross 1 drew with City 3 all**

With the absence of Mr Preist and four key players Niki Dequino, Annabelle Quilgey and Pip Johnson stepped for a tough game against Orange City. Kinross firsts worked hard to break down Cities key players. Erica Johnson had her best game of the season scoring the first goal of the night and working hard to create space. Niki Daquino was perfectly positioned leading to the second goal and the ever-reliable Georgie Mutton secured the third. Grace Patterson kept the score level with some phenomenal saves.

**KWS 1 v Ex Services lost – 4-1**

A good result against strong opposition. KWS gave themselves a good chance and were in the game until a break away gave Ex-Services a three goal lead. The KWS team created plenty of good quality play and had numerous chances to score but were not able to find the back of the net. Grace Patterson had a great game in goal making some very good saves. Eleanor Pratten and Kate Wilson linked together well up front and were both strong on the ball.

**KWS 3 v City Green lost 2-0**

A very close game with many opportunities missed. Stephanie Jones narrowly missed a goal with good positioning throughout the game. Sarah Fraser and Zoe Press were impressive in the mid-field, Claudia Conran and Georgie McKenzie also had a strong game. Poppy Brown was at her best.

**Football**

**KWS 2nds (5) v Millthorpe (3)**

Conditions were not conductive to playing constructive, skilful soccer but there were plenty of goals so that kept the spectators (both of us) interested.

Jack Holman and Jesse Parker played strong games and were both rewarded by well-taken goals. Black McGuigan worked tirelessly as he always does. Indeed these three Year 12 students together provided most of the power and physical presence in driving the team forward to the first win of the season.

**KWS 15s v Macquarie Jaguars won 1 – 0**

On a dry, hard field with a very bouncy ball, KWS found it difficult to get quick control. Despite the possession favouring our opposition we managed to make a number of chances in the first half. A cleverly worked free-kick by Peter and Jayden saw us take a one-nil lead. The strength of our play was the resilience of our defensive line with Ian Crossing and Tom Glastonbury making stand-out contributions. This was the reason we kept the pressure on Macquarie. Jayden worked very hard to win and control the ball and Sam Nicholson did some clever work from the left midfield moving down the wing. Josh made a welcome return after a long stint out with a broken arm. His play suggested that he will not take much to get back to his best. Macquarie probably deserved a draw, but well done to the team for maintaining a clean sheet!

---

**RECREATION CENTRE/ERIC SOLLING POOL HOLIDAY HOURS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday 27th June – Friday 1st July</td>
<td>4pm-7-00pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 4th July – Friday 8th July</td>
<td>4-00 pm – 7-00 pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 11th July – Friday 15th July</td>
<td>CLOSED.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLEASE NOTE:**

That due to very heavy camp and squad usage of the facility it is advisable that you phone the Recreation Centre on 63 920 335 to check on availability to avoid disappointment.

**CLOSED WEEKENDS**
Rugby

What a great day of Rugby at KWS on Saturday! Despite the weather, the canteen was extremely busy. Thank you to all the 13’s parents who helped in the Canteen and Van during the day, and to Muffy Steele-Park and Ian Britton for organising the roster.

The next game is Knox at KWS on Saturday the 16th July. This is the last weekend of the holidays and provides the opportunity for the boys to play more Rugby games than would normally be available. Notes indicating your son’s availability to play on this weekend should be returned to the school if you have not already done so.

Can I ask all Open’s parents to volunteer to help in the Canteen and Van for Saturday 16th. Rob Fuller (0447 000 586 or rob@uniphos.com) and Derek Marchintin (0403 191715 or sdmarchinton@bigpond.com) are the Age Co-ordinators organising the roster for the day. Please call them to say that you are able to help!

The home game against St Augustines is on Saturday 23rd July. Can I ask all 14’s parents to volunteer to help in the Canteen and Van for Saturday 23rd July. Andrew Litchfield is the Age Co-ordinator organising the roster for the day. Please contact Andrew at andrew.litchfield@orangevet.com.au to say that you are able to help! 14’s players are invited to the Open’s breakfast on this day also.

Just a reminder that the KWS Rugby Club Presentation night is on the 3rd September. Waratahs Captain and Wallaby, Phil Waugh is our Guest Speaker. Please reserve the date. More information will be on the website and in the newsletter.

Our next General Meeting of the KWS Rugby Club is at: 7.00 pm Tuesday 19th July 2011 at the Parkview Hotel

Please come along and have your say about Rugby at KWS. I look forward to seeing you there!

Regards
Martin Williams
President - KWS Rugby Club
0419882230
martin.williams@bigpond.com

ISA Representative Rugby

Last Sunday, after the bruising Stannies fixtures, 6 of our boys represented KWS in ISA Rugby: Tom Hobbs in the ISA 1st XV, Tom Green 2nd XV, Jack Yoemans, Billy Freeman, Lucas Ferrari and Junior Mewitt in the 16s. The ISA 1st XV played Combined High Schools 1st XV going down 38-5. The ISA 2nd XV lost 31-22 in an entertaining encounter and the ISA 16s team won 24-19 verse Combined Catholic Colleges. Unfortunately, Jason Date has had to withdraw from the ISA 1st XV after sustaining a shoulder injury verse Stannies. A special mention to Tom Green who was one of ISA 2nd XV’s best players. Tom has since been promoted to the ISA 1st XV along with Tom Hobbs who will play CAS 1st XV this Friday. We also wish the ISA 16s players every success as they play on the weekend seeking to promote their chances of selection in the NSW schools team.

Waratah Shield Rd 2 game v Forbes High Won 57-10  With high expectations & a spring in the step from the good showing against Stannies on Saturday, the KWS 1st XV were very keen to play in the rd 2 fixture. From the outset the KWS boys were ready to shift the ball & attack with the FHS team starved of possession. Many positive runs were made & some players like James Grimmett on the right wing enjoyed a glut of opportunities. He was rewarded with a total of 5 tries! With all the ball & territorial advantage KWS took control to lead 27-3 at the break but unfortunately some good chances were squandered with careless ball control. The 2nd stanza saw a lot more opportunities taken & players like Max Cowperthwaite, Angus Whittaker, Senior Kini & Tom Bristow take control. Other try scorers included: Jack Marchinton, Lucas Ferrari, Max & Bill Cummins. 3 points: Jack Marchinton 2 points: Tim Trethowan.

James Grimmett 1 point Junior Kini, Tom Bristow.
KWS now progresses into the 3rd round to play Kings School. This will be another highlight for the team. A reminder for all players to return notes as we will also be hosting Knox Grammar in the last weekend of the holidays and need to finalise teams.

**KWS 1st XV Beat St. Stanislaus College 20-17**

After a narrow defeat to old enemy in the pre-season, where we surrendered the John O'Neil Shield. We were now on home soil, fitter, stronger and with a cast of hundreds ready to cheer us on as we sought to remain undefeated in the ISA competition. At the half-time break we trailed 3-0 having had a wealth of possession early and the wind at our back. Early in the second half Tom Green levelled the score with a sweetly hit penalty. The visitors in true fashion scored an impressive try through their forwards and this was enough to ignite the KWS 1st XV to a truly inspiring feat. Firstly, Captain courageous Jason Date put his body on the line to score next to the posts and Tom Green added the extras. Then after some hard fought work at the breakdown by our forwards Lucas Ferrari scored in the corner and the crowd could hardly contain themselves, and last but by no means least, Tom Bristow the young gun from Griffith came of age, slicing the midfield defence and scoring with four minutes remaining. Unfortunately, Stannies' never say die attitude saw them scored and converted at the death, just to add to the dream that became history. It was particularly pleasing to witness a group of young men give it their all on the field and then acknowledge their opposition with respect and humility.

Try scorers: Jason Date, Lucas Ferrari, Tom Bristow.

Penalty: Tom Green.

3 Points: Tom Green, 2 Points: Jason Date, 1 Point: Tom Bristow, Tim Trethowan, Junior Kini.

**KWS 2nd XV v St Stanislaus**

On Saturday the 2nds suffered a 22-0 defeat at the hands of the old foe, Stannies. The first half was one of missed chances. The first 10-15 minutes saw the Two Blues in charge but unable to turn good play into points. Three try scoring opportunities went begging in this passage of play – one to a forward pass, one to a poor final pass and another when a flying Murrie Kemp was just beaten to a loose ball in goal by a Stannies player. A succession of penalties and errors then let Stannies take control and at half time the score was 17-0. The second half saw the boys come out and do their best to regain the initiative. The intensity of the tackling was shown by the fact that Stannies were only able to score one more try in the match. But just like the first half, penalties and basic errors gave away hard won territory and possession and prevented any continuity in attack.

To lose a game in this fashion was disappointing but the boys should feel proud of the way that they kept fighting. Indeed, the defensive effort that the boys put in was one of the best this season with Luke D'Aquino, Luke Piper, Peter Brooker, Angus Whittaker, Max Cowperthwaite, Hugh Jones, Will Colless, Bill Cummins and Sam Cook impressing with their intensity and solid tackling.

We lost the battle on the day but the war is not over - there are still four rounds of ISA remaining. Increased discipline should see the 2nds record some better results the other side of the break.

**Players Player: Bill Cummins**


**16s Rugby v St Stanislaus.** What a great day for 16s and KWS rugby for the first time that anyone can remember we fielded 3 teams in the 16s age group, a feat in its self, but then to have all three teams come out winners on the day was an outstanding effort by the boys on the day. For the best part of 2 years the 16s squad has worked hard towards a day like this all the early morning and extra sessions all seem very worthwhile and confirm we are on the right track.

**16Cs Won 19 - 15** The Cs had a big task in front of them being the only winners from last round they wanted to keep their record in tack. The first half was tight but a try and conversion to Tom Rolfe allowed us to lead at half time. A coaching master stroke saw Ben Hogendyk move to the back row where he proved to be dynamic both in attack and defence and seems to have found a home in the forwards. Angus Williams at 15 was a great example to his team mates at the back especially in defence where he does not take a backward step. Solid play from Gus Griffiths kept the backs firing setting up some exciting play to bring home the money. Tries: T. Rolfe, L. Williams, B. Hogendyk. Con: Rolfe, Robinson, Points: 3- B. Hogendyk, 2- A. Williams, 1 – T. Rolfe

**16Bs Won 38 – 10** From the kickoff the Bs control the game with good structure and patient play they dominated all phase of the game. Damien Hill in his first game at No10 was superb control the backs taking good options and delivering the outside backs great ball. This allowed winger Nick Lukins and Lachlan Williams waste amounts of space on the flanks of which they took full advantage. An unfortunate injury to Stan Alston saw Ben Hogendyk take the field at flanker again and took up where he had left off in the Cs with some outstanding play. Cam Hilder ran hard all day finding many holes in the defence. In the forwards Andrew Maurice, Zac Grindrod-Burge, Lloyd Lockwood and Eden Taylorwood-Roe set a platform that allowed Charles McIntosh to give great service to the backs. Scoring 19 points in both halves the boys never took the foot off the pedal producing a fantastic result and a great game to watch. Tries: C. Hilder 2, L. Williams 2, J. Barden, N.Lukins, Con: D.Hill 4.

Points: 3– D.Hill, 2 – C. Hilder, 1 - B. Hogendyk
16 As Won 29 – 10  After pulling off a narrow win in the first game, this was definitely a game Stannies believed they were going to win, unfortunately for they forgot to tell our boys this was supposed to happen. After a great performance against Greg’s in the previous round, the boys were keen to improve on this form. After taking 10 minutes to settle down the boys hit the accelerator, played with patience, structure and controlled aggression to dominate the first half in every area of the game scoring 22 unanswered points. The second half proved to be much tougher but in what was an amazing team effort the boys stood strong, shoulder to shoulder across the park to answer the early try scored by Stannies. As the game progressed our boys were able to maintain their discipline when they were constantly challenged and continued to play as they had the whole match. In a team effort its hard to mention names but Tom Rummery stood as a leader of the backs his organisational skills form such an important part of our structure and his strong running to the line always keeps the defence guessing. Logan Brockman has proved to be the hard nut enforcer of the team with his “Clean outs” being strong and aggressive as his running and support play. Billy Freeman and Jack Yeomans never stop all game and along with Logan have formed a devastating “back row” that will control the game. Dylanc Prince too had great first game at this level settling in well at 12. Louis Kostoglou had his best game of the season injecting himself into the backline to carve great holes in the defence as well as being rock solid in defence. The most outstanding feature of the game was the discipline the boys showed to control their aggression and maintain their structure and patterns for the coaches this was the most pleasing aspect of the game. A great result on a great day  


KWS Under 15 A v Stannies  Won 22:7 (18\textsuperscript{th} June)  Finally a home game and the boys knew a big improvement was needed if we were to beat an ever improving opposition. The 14:14 draw in the trial was proved to be the scare that we needed to lift our intensity. The weather was cold with a strong breeze from the SW end of Ex Students field that was at least worth a try or two. The playing field is in exceptional condition making for a fast game of rugby. The playing group has been settled in their positions for a few games now and with another good week of training all was set for tough game of Rugby. Running with the wind but receiving from the kick off the whistle blew right on 1.00pm in front of a huge supportive crowd of parents and friends. A good high kick off from Stannies was misjudged and let bounce. This was not in the game plan. From that small mistake we worked the ball back down into our green zone, with exceptional ball running from the backs that was hard and straight and with great support from the loose forwards. At the break down ball security was exceptional followed by a fast and furious pick and drive that left the Stannies boys constantly on the back foot. It was great to watch. Seven minutes into the game and attacking the try line Bill McLaughlin was able to cross the line for the first try. Again the boys dominated at the breakdown. The forwards stayed tight and were always able to make good metres in close to the rucks. Working in two’s and three’s the forward pack made the advantage line at lightning speed. This enabled Charlie Harris to unleash a very potent back line. Bailey Hilder and Ben Watt ran great lines off Ned Yeomans. Fifteen minutes in again we were pressuring the Stannies line and again Bill McLaughlin was able to score, 6 foot tall and bullet proof nothing was stopping Bill! Ball transfer in the backs was only getting better which let Joe Burgess and Jackson Bridger look dangerous out wide. In defense the boys snuffed out any attacking raids and it was rare for the ball to get into the red zone. 23 minutes in Ben Watts scored through great hands in the backs. At the half time whistle we were leading 17:0.

At half time the message was simple. More of the same in the forwards but lift it a gear. In the backs the predictability in the ball runners needed to be mixed up. The Stannies boy’s came out hard but we matched it with them. Ben Raines scored 7 minutes in and that lifted all the boys. To their credit the opposition didn’t stop and scored and converted 14 minutes into the second half. They threw everything at the boys but the Two Blues held strong and maintained their composure to come away with the victory! Late in the second half both Joe Burgess and John Thompson were injured and we all wish them a speedy recovery. The unseen work from John and his great marks will be missed. Joe Burgess had his best game to date. Both St Stanislaus coaches Mr Marty Roebuck and Mr Rob Danelon commended the boy’s skill level. 3pts  Bill McLaughlin 2pts Bailey Hilder  and 1pt Ben Rains  

Players player Bill McLaughlin  

KWS Under 15 A v St Gregs  Won 45:0 (4\textsuperscript{th} June)  6.00am Start for the trip down to Campbelltown. The weather was fine and warm over the range and the boys were perhaps a little over confident, I thought, warming up for the game! The game was moved from their main ground to one of the lower grounds which was a bit disappointing considering the lower ground seemed to be a fair bit smaller than a regular rugby field especially in the width. The boy’s previous encounter with St Greg’s had been a ‘white wash’ 109:0, perhaps their over confidence was understandable!
Netball

Want to become a better umpire?

Come to Room 3 each Wednesday lunch time – both theory and practical.

18th June Results

Match of the Round

KWS 13As v OHS QP Dolls  Won 29 / 11  The score does not really reflect the closeness of the game. The first 2 quarters were very tight with lots of loose ball from both teams. In an effort to keep warm the girls were in a rush to off load the ball. The 2nd half saw a huge turn around with the ball flowing much better down the court. Molly Hansen and Bronte Gosper combined well in the circle and in the latter part of the game couldn’t miss. Bec Crisp Canada Gavin and Georgia Booth did a super job as circle defences limiting the opposition shooters scoring opportunities. Annabel Sheehan contributed with lots of intercepts and along with Emma Anderson and Milla Niven feed the ball strongly to the shooters. The last quarter was beautiful to watch. Well done girls!

Senior Competition

KWS 1sts v OHS LS Westoil  Lost  The KWS 1sts faced some tough competition in OHS Westoil on Saturday, and the challenge made tougher having no subs throughout the game. Despite these setbacks, the girls sustained a high level of intensity throughout the game, demonstrating the commendable improvement in our fitness. However, Westoil came out strong as normal and maintained a significant lead throughout the game. Two of our youngest and newest players, Maddy Hawthorne and Bek Kwa impressed everyone with their solid defence against the much more experienced and sophisticated...
Westoil shooters, proving they are more than worthy of stepping up to Division I. Well done girls.

KWS 2nds v Newstead Nyx 47 vs 18 This was a game that had to be won for the team to have a chance of making the semi-finals and it was pleasing to win by such a large amount. All the girls played well with good, fast passes, accurate shooting and constant driving onto the ball. Grace Murray and Kirby Russell continue their fine form in defence. Our three shooters, Briony Wills, Brooke Hamilton and Ally Davidson, shoot with great accuracy and work well together no matter which pair are in the circle. Special mention goes to Phoebe Blackley who had a great game in WD. Her continual driving forward resulted in a number of turn overs which helped us win by such a large amount. This weeks game is also a must win to try and push us into 4th on the ladder. I have every confidence that this will happen. Good work girls!

KWS 3rds v Newstead Phoenix Won 28 / 23 A strong defensive effort was the key to a great win this week. Not only were Jessica Simpson (GK) and Charlotte Murdoch (GD) doing a superb job in defense but the defensive pressure from the whole team was enough to secure many turnovers and numerous ‘held balls’ from the opposition. Sarah Burns (WD) seemed to be everywhere (including in the attacking goal third on occasions) and her athletic ‘marks’ and deft touches were special to watch. Jordan Brodie led the team well and dominated the mid-court, combining well with Eleni Cassimatis to provide quality ball to the shooters. Baskets were tough to come by in the cold and windy conditions. Kali Marshall scored 6 goals at 46% and Arabella Jorgenson-Hull managed 7 goals at 58% (both shooting for two quarters each). Rachel Gandes had her best game of the season at GA scoring 18 goals at 82%. (I know that makes 31 goals...the official scorer only had us on 28). Well done girls...at the half-way mark in the season we have won 4 from 7 and are equal 4th. Players’ player was Jessica Simpson, closely followed by Charlotte Murdoch.

KWS 4ths v SCU Green Lost In cold and blustery conditions KWS 4ths narrowly lost a tight close game. The game started with CSU Green getting out to a handy 4 point lead at quarter time. The KWS 4ths came back hard in the second quarter to narrow the deficit by 2 goals, which remained the major at ¾ time. Confidence was high in the KWS 4ths camp, our play had been better than the other team, we were just struggling to convert it on the scoreboard. Halfway through the final quarter the KWS 4ths drew level and even managed a one point lead. However CSU Green responded and managed to beat us by 2 points. Lucy Aylward, Karli Maloney, Eloise Mirrington and Anna Farley all worked hard.

KWS Hawkes Week 8 of Term 2 turned out to be the turning point for the Hawkes – the week we really hit our stride. We had a regular game to play on Saturday, plus an extra game, which had been scheduled for the holidays, to make up. The girls really found their form and won both rounds! The first game, facing KWS McMahons, was played with great team spirit in a blustering Orange wind. Tarni-Lee McDonald, Emily Simpson and Jo Elliot sizzled in defence. Melissa Pickford, as always, was everywhere we needed her, and Ali Martin and Lauren Cope shot with dazzling efficiency. Amy Kennedy is also reliable in goal, and willing to substitute wherever required. We won this game 24-12. A similar pattern followed on Saturday when we met CYMS, with the girls being just too strong for the entire duration of the game. The final score was a well-deserved 38 – 29. We’d like to thank Nicole Pickford and Sophie Hardie for helping out on Saturday when we were struggling for numbers, and to assure Hattie Hain that she was missed while she nursed a cold!

Junior Competition

KWS 14As v CYMS Staff Recruitment Wow - what a game! The KWS 14As went down on Saturday in a very close match against CYMS Staff Recruitment. All girls pulled together to play the best game of the season against some tough competition. We were down by 4 in the first two quarters and then with a fantastic performance from our shooters we were 20 all at the end of the third quarter. Our defence never gave up and constantly put pressure on every pass and shot. Our attackers held their own with some rough contests for the ball. Special mention goes to Lizzie Bilton who shot consistently under pressure to keep us in the game! All girls should be very proud of their efforts. It was a fabulous game to watch!!

KWS 15 Pearsons v Canobolas 15A Won 13/11 The girls performed well to reach this great result. Elish Holmes had an amazing game in both Wing Defence and Wing Attack, she managed to make many intercepts contributing to turn over’s for the team. Isabelle Kerr and Michi Scott, stepped in to play Goal Attack they both contributed well to the score, by converting some remarkable goals. Well done girls!

KWS Stosurs vs CYMS Superwomen Last Saturday we played with a full team for the first time this season. With Georgina Uttley and Kate Ponder returning form injury, we were hopeful for the game to come. At the end of the first quarter, the scores were even, our focus on spacing and accurate passing paying off. A change in positions put us in the lead in the third quarter. However, CYMS stepped up in the last quarter and the game ended with a disappointing loss to KWS. Special mention goes to Taylah Flowers and Kate Ponder for their amazing work in centre court and defence.